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Masked-Piper: Masking personal identities in visual recordings while preserving multimodal information
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A B S T R A C T

In this increasingly data-rich world, visual recordings of human behavior are often unable to be shared due to concerns about privacy. Consequently, data sharing in fields such as behavioral science, multimodal communication, and human movement research is often limited. In addition, in legal and other non-scientific contexts, privacy-related concerns may preclude the sharing of video recordings and thus remove the rich multimodal context that humans recruit to communicate. Minimizing the risk of identity exposure while preserving critical behavioral information would maximize utility of public resources (e.g., research grants) and time invested in audio–visual research. Here we present an open-source computer vision tool that masks the identities of humans while maintaining rich information about communicative body movements. Furthermore, this masking tool can be easily applied to many videos, leveraging computational tools to augment the reproducibility and accessibility of behavioral research. The tool is designed for researchers and practitioners engaged in kinematic and affective research. Application areas include teaching/education, communication and human movement research, CCTV, and legal contexts.
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1. Introduction

Recordings of human behavior are often unable to be shared due to concerns about protecting privacy [1]. As a result, there is often limited data sharing in areas such as behavioral science, multimodal communication, and human movement research. Nevertheless, data sharing is crucial in scientific contexts, as it allows for analyses on said data to be computationally reproducible [2,3]. For sensitive, quantitative data, such as medical records, new methods have been developed to share data without exposing personally identifiable information by creating synthetic data that preserve some statistical aspects of the original data [4]. For sensitive visual data of human behavior, there are currently no widely available comparable solutions [5].

Due to this lack of technical solutions, it is still common in research on multimodal communication and other kinematic research areas to forgo sharing the original video recordings...
(e.g., [6]) or to conditionally share them upon request as often required by journal policies [7,8]. Unfortunately, researchers seldom ratify sharing requests, as previous research shows [9]. One way of circumventing certain privacy concerns is to share only the quantified kinematic data. While this may allow other researchers to perform statistical analyses, it obscures the data source and makes it impossible to observe the original recordings. In contrast, the ability to inspect the original video and audio can help researchers understand how quantified results relate to the real-world context observable in the raw video and audio data. It also enables third parties to assess the quality of the recordings, the requirements for which may differ depending on the specific research questions, e.g., see Pouw and colleagues [10,11] as well as Rasenberg and colleagues [12] to determine the particular level of multimodal communication one needs to consider [12]. Furthermore, presenting the actual video recordings rather than just plots and graphs is important for optimally communicating research to peers, such as an academic conference or public lecture. It is, therefore, crucial to find an effective middle ground that allows data to be as anonymous as possible while maintaining pertinent visual information about the context in relation to dynamic human behavior.

Building on advancements in computer vision and deep learning techniques to track full-body kinematic information instantiated in MediaPipe [13], we present Masked-Piper as a tool to address the above anonymity-related challenges. Our tool makes use of MediaPipe’s convenient light-weight CPU-based processing pipeline, which we leverage to:

- track hand, body, and facial kinematics, and store the quantitative information as a frame-by-frame time series,
- distinguish a human body from background information,
- mask the human body in the original video while retaining background information,
- project kinematics onto the masked video.

Figs. 1 and 2 provide two examples of input frames and the resulting outputs. Researchers can apply Masked-Piper (code here) on a large number of videos by placing the original folders into a processing folder. Masked-Piper will iteratively process all videos storing masked videos and kinematic time series. The kinematic time series files produced contain time stamp information (based on the frame rate of the original video) next to the available key points.

For the body pose information, 33 key points are available with 3D position coordinates and additional visibility variables, which helps judge the reliability of position estimates. For hand kinematics, 42 position key points are tracked in 3D; for facial kinematics, 3D position coordinates are provided for a face-mesh, containing 478 key points corresponding to designated areas of the face mesh (for more information see https://google.github.io/mediapipe/solutions/holistic.html). Masked-Piper utilizes MediaPipe’s kinematics drawing module to project the kinematic information on top of the masked video. Information about the face mesh coordinates, body pose, and hand kinematics is maintained in the video.

---

2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OMbNoo4mCcl
In addition, MediaPipe’s drawing module renders a full-body pose in a 2D space that aligns with the original video at each frame. Thus, Masked-Piper masks original visual information and reinstates key bodily information in the video in de-identified form.

The current tool has applications beyond the behavioral sciences. Firstly, it can solve the problem of collecting unnecessarily superfluous information about human behavior. Consider, for example, that many (audio)visual surveillance systems might not require recording a person’s identity but still record such information. Using our masking tool, such systems might be employed to monitor certain activities (e.g., running) or levels of activities (e.g., amount of people), which do not require amassing identifiable information. The current tool could resolve this issue of superfluous information that inflates privacy risks by only maintaining relevant information about human behavior while mitigating privacy risks. We envision many other applications of the current tool, such as in legal contexts, where hearings with witnesses can be recorded to reduce the risk of identity exposure while maximizing the embodied communicative information inherent to human communication.

2. Implementation

The tool is currently implemented in Python, with all required code provided in the supplementary material. Users need to install the required modules, copy the files to be processed into a local directory, and run the provided notebook (or batch file). The open nature of the code provides additional transparency into how the tool works and allows customizability on the user’s part. Nonetheless, the notebook is fully functioning in its current form and thus does not require much technical expertise.

As described above, Masked-Piper carries out several processing steps for each video provided. First, MediaPipes tracking is applied to the video, such that hand, body, and facial key points are located on each frame, providing time series for each of the key points, in x,y coordinates (given in pixels, local to the still frame). These are collected and provided as output in CSV format for further processing, sharing, etc. In parallel to collecting the key point-based tracking data, the holistic module from MediaPipe automatically detects a silhouette of the person in the video frame and extracts it from the background. This silhouette we subsequently repurpose to serve as the mask.

To accomplish this, Masked-Piper draws this silhouette in black on top of the current video frame. The key point positions are then drawn onto the same silhouetted frame using the MediaPipe drawing module. Finally, the silhouetted (i.e., masked) marked frames are saved as a new video file using OpenCV. This new video file is the pseudo-anonymized output video, which preserves the holistic context of the video (e.g., background, human subject within the background) and provides more fine-grained information about the position of the limbs and fingers, facial expression, mouth movement, etc.

2.1. Choice of framework

The MediaPipe framework affords analysis of complex and dynamic bodily behaviors and is more easily installed than more heavy-duty GPU-based approaches to tracking human poses such as FrankMocap [14]. The value of using MediaPipe is (1) a good balance of resource consumption, (2) incremental and iterative processing, and (3) a broad library of supporting toolkits/libraries for developers and researchers to select from and customize [13].

2.2. Modification of underlying tool

Our modification of the MediaPipe tool consists of re-using the silhouette to determine background and body to create a mask. We then use MediaPipes body tracking to overlay the kinematics back on the mask. We further modify the original code so that time series data provide all kinematic information per frame over time. This tool is thus convenient for researchers to mask videos and extract kinematic time series for their research using a next-generation body tracker going beyond slower 2D tracking systems such as OpenPose [15].

3. Discussion

Any tool that risks exposing personally identifiable information needs to be used carefully. Several paths may lead to the exposure of someone’s identity. Since we preserve information about communicative body movements and speech content, it is clear that any identifiable audio information remains unmasked for audio–visual recordings. Further, we can imagine cases where what is said or how one moves can still be sufficient to retrieve someone’s identity [16] in cases where you know the person in question well, and know their potentially unique ways of communicating. The masking tool should therefore be seen as considerably reducing rather than completely abolishing risks of identity exposure. In behavioral science, identity exposure risks due to familiarity are not generally applicable though, as the researchers using the video recordings often have no connection with the study sample. Indeed, body movement data are not considered identifiable by any legal standard (e.g., GDPR guidelines). A limitation of the current tool is that only one body per frame can be detected. Thus, further iterations of the masking tool will need to be developed to mask multiple persons in one video. Finally, any automated computer vision-based tracking may be insufficiently precise depending on your research questions (but see [7,17] for comparisons of video-based tracking versus device-based trackers). Fortunately, researchers can easily verify the quality of the videos and tracking performance produced by Masked-Piper.

The careful use of Masked-Piper has the potential to improve ethical research practices as well as maximize open science practices. We believe that these types of masking tools will become an important part of audio–visual research. Interesting parallel developments are currently underway that will further promote the use of masking tools, such as the Red Hen Anonymizer (https://sites.google.com/case.edu/techno-public-site/red-hen-anonymizer). In similar vein, the Deep Privacy Face Anonymization platform by Hukkelås and colleagues [18] masks people, thought it loses all information about facial expression. However, the Red Hen Anonymizer, for example, does leave a more human-realistic mask. These tools can together tailor different kind of research needs, and together they will help researchers to mask videos in large quantities, which they can then easily share with their peers. The current tool is especially suitable for its ease of use and maximal preservation of kinematic information (hands, body, face).

To conclude, we are convinced masking tools such as these will indirectly improve the core of the scientific process itself, because research reproducibility increases by allowing other
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3 [https://google.github.io/mediapipe/solutions/holistic.html](https://google.github.io/mediapipe/solutions/holistic.html)
researchers easy access to the original research context as contained in the video recordings.
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